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Unfortunately courtrooms are filled with unhinged activists like Juan 
Merchan.

When I started covering J6 court proceedings in early 2021, I not only 
couldn't believe what DOJ prosecutors wrote/said/demanded but how 
federal judges in Washington consented to even the most egregious 
demands.

DC judges denying release of nonviolent offenders (obstruction, 
conspiracy) with no criminal record by concluding the defendant was a 
"threat" simply because he participated in the protest.

Judges lying about police fatalities; describing Jan 6 as an "insurrection"; 
blasting defendants for their view that the 2020 election was stolen; 
blaming Trump (without using his name) for what happened that day.

Judge Tanya Chutkan during one sentencing hearing hinted that Donald 
Trump should be behind bars.

Judge who consider social media posts of memes critical of Democrats 
and skeptical of the 2020 election in final sentencing orders.

Judge concealing videos including body worn camera footage; permitting 
false testimony by police officers (including Gonell, Hodges, and Dunn) 
related to their injuries and other accusations such as the use of racial 
slurs; ignoring evidence that undercover officers and confidential human 
sources were involved in the protest, participated in group chats, 
instigated some activity, and were embedded in militia groups months 
before J6.

Judge ordering the cruel transport of J6ers from across the country to be 
incarcerated in the DC gulag for no reason except to torment them for 
months and even years before their trial.

Judges refusing to move trials out of DC despite overwhelming proof 
Trump supporters/J6ers could not get a fair trial in Washington; judges 
allowing biased individuals to sit on juries bc they promised they could 
be fair (LOL). THIS IS WHY DOJ HAS A PERFECT CONVICTION RATE IN J6 
JURY TRIALS.

I've watched one judge (Royce Lamberth) tell a J6er that a jury was going 
to find him guilty before the trial even began bc he refused a plea offer.

I watched another judge (Tim Kelly) repeatedly rubber stamp DOJ in the 
Proud Boys case--even abruptly ending proceedings one day when the 
defense confronted an FBI agent on the stand over potentially destroyed 
evidence in the case and proof agents were surveilling atty-client jail 
conversations.

I watched another judge (Chris Cooper) tell a defendants that 60+ 
lawsuits for 2020 election found no evidence of voting fraud. 

I've watched grown men cry before heartless DC judges, explaining how 
their lives have been destroyed even for minor low-level misdemeanors-
-divorces, bankruptcies, public/media shaming, cancelled bank 
accounts, etc--and begging for mercy only to be ordered to months or 
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years in prison on a post-Enron document shredding law now poised to 
be overturned by SCOTUS.

I've watched Judges Kelly and Amit Mehta conclude that briefly shaking 
a metal fence (Kelly) and a conviction for 1512c2 (Mehta) warranted a 
"terrorism" enhancement at trial.

I could go on...and I welcome J6ers to add on here...but the real crisis in 
the country is not just relegated to DOJ/FBI. Activists, vengeful judges 
pose an even greater threat.

Juan Merchan has lots of company.
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